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W a r n i n g
Firefighting is an ULTRAHAZARDOUS, 

UNAVOIDABLY DANGEROUS activity.

Neither this Journal nor any other will
protect you from all burns, injuries, 

diseases, conditions or hazards.

No publication can replace proper training, 
experience and constant practice in

firefighting tactics and skills. 



WHAT’S INSIDE WINTER 2018

Firemanship - A Journal For Firemen is published by Brian Bastinelli.

The editorial board is made up of Brian Bastinelli and Brian Yonkin. 

We’re humbled that you’ve taken time out of your life to check us out.  

Our mission is to provide a venue for like minded firemen to share information with each other,

so that we may improve in our ability to carry out the mission of our great fire service, and to

do it with no ego or drama. 

We’ve doing away with the table of contents because it no longer fits how we’d like you to 
read this journal. 

When we set out to create this publication, the idea was to take the firehouse kitchen table 
and bring it to the pages of a journal you could read at your leisure and how you wanted to. 

Anyone who has ever been at the kitchen table in a firehouse knows, the conversation is not 
structured. It meanders, it’s lively, it’s serious and it’s at times hilarious. 

We may cover 5 different topics in the course of a few minutes, or we might stay on one for 
hours. Regardless of how it plays out, you never know what’s coming next. 

So, we want you to experience this journal, a print version of the firehouse kitchen table, 
in the same way. Jump in and become a part of the discussion. Learn from the senior man, 
discuss tactics, solve the world’s problems, decide what’s for dinner, challenge each other to 
be better, and most importantly, pass on what you’ve learned. 

This journal is for you.

Now, go get some coffee and take a seat at the table. 

Cover Photo: York City Fireman Ivan Flanscha after making an aggressive attack on a well involved house fire on Susquehanna 
Street in York. Ivan was tragically killed in the line of duty this year. Photograph By Brian Bastinelli.

Previous Spread: Harrisburg Fireman Pablo Passalacqua Knocking down fire at a recent job on Logan St. in Uptown, HBG, PA.



#REALESTATE

Most people understand real estate can be a lucrative 

career, however, few people understand that they are 

already realtors of some of the most precious space 

available, their own mind.

There is no more lucrative job than being in control of 

the management process of the space in our heads. 

Our mind is one of our most coveted assets, yet many 

people do not pay it the attention that they should. 

As a society we don’t look at the management of this 

space like we look at the management of any other 

space, or individual thing in our body. Yet, it’s likely one 

of the most important, if not the most important, part 

of our body. 

We can function without a finger, arm, leg and even 

some organs. But we cannot function without our 

brain, our heart and lungs and most of the organs in 

our gut. Yet, we do not treat them equally. 

A real estate agent has many options as far as what 

properties will receive most of their attention, and 

it is likely the ones with the highest returns, both 

financially and from a marketing standpoint, that will 

receive it. Financially for obvious reasons, and from 

a marketing standpoint because it will allow them 

to improve their companies value as a realtor in the 

market place by listing and selling the most impressive 

properties. 

Yet, as personal realtors many of us do not follow the 

same principles. There are many reasons why we don’t; 

however, the end result is that we end up missing 

opportunities because we don’t follow those principles. 

Opportunities for life, for living, for loving, and getting 

the most of the brief time we have in this world. 

Taking care of ourselves seems simple and straight 

forward, get up, clean up, get out, do good, come 

home, fuel, rest, repeat.  It is fairly simple, but there are 

so many choices along the way, so many diversions, so 

many lies and so much pressure, that we are often way 

off course before we even realize it. 

Being the manager of and realtor for our bodies 

properties, we have to make the choices of who and 

what will get to own the spaces within us. 

Food and fitness are easy to see on the surface as areas 

where we need to limit and grant access, make better 

choices and work harder. Not letting things like sugar 

have a major plot of land within us, or allowing good 

fats to have a larger space and letting our muscle 

increase its foot print are all great ideas. 

Executing these real estate contracts with your self is 

fairly easy. (We see this in gyms every January) But the 

actual day to day management of these contracts is 

hard. It’s a battle that many people end up losing and 

before you know it, your well designed, impeccably laid 

out property is part of the slums. 

We know our heart and lungs are important. We know 

our guts, liver and kidneys are important. And we know 

that we need to limit access to these areas. Smoke is 

bad, drugs are bad, cholesterols are bad, trans fats are 

bad, sugar is bad, alcohol is bad etc. 

Most people try to not allow these shady characters 

to get control of the property within them, but 

sometimes it happens. Sometimes they stake a claim 

within you, and begin encouraging their loser friends 

to come on over and then boom, their goes the 

neighborhood. 

Your brain, and the mind within it, is the part of 

our body that we spend the least amount of time 

understanding, managing and improving out of any 

other part, yet, it’s the thing that controls everything 

that happens within us and the actions we take 

throughout our life. 

As a society, we don’t look at the brain like we do 

any other part of our personal real estate portfolio. 

Collectively, we feel sympathy and empathy for those 

with medical disorders like heart attacks, lung issues, 

cancers, tumors etc.  But we look at issues of the 

brain differently. We often look down upon them, and 

hold people with brain function issues in a different 

category. 

Not only do we do this to others, we do it to ourselves.  

The single most important part of our bodies, we 

understand the least, and accordingly do the least to 

take care of it. When issues arise within it, we most 

likely put off addressing them and are often ashamed 

or embarrassed at the same time. 

Our brain is the premier piece of property within our 

bodies. Everyone and everything wants a piece of this 

land. We know this, yet we still put the least amount of 

time into protecting it.

This has to change.  We need to erase the societal and 

personal stigma of issues within the brain. We need to 

improve and increase the self-care of the brain that we 

engage in. We need to understand that issues will arise 

and it’s OK to manage them. We need to stop looking 

at people differently because they have a brain issue 

and get them the help they need both individually and 

as a society. 

Self-confidence, doubt, depression, letting others own land 

within you, etc. are all problems that each and every one of 

us has.  Anyone telling you they don’t, is simply a liar. 

So the issue becomes access to and management of, and 

for some, taking back the property that is rightfully yours. 

You must make some tough choices and decide who gets 

in and who owns, as well as whom and what must go. 

Developing a personal real estate management plan for 

your body, and specifically for your brain, is vital to your own 

personal success.  

It’s not easy. And there can be issues that are beyond your 

personal capabilities to manage. If that’s the case, you’ll 

need to call in help. Talking to someone or seeing a doctor, 

it’s all ok to do. 

Recently, I suffered a head injury in a fall. As a part of my 

rehab of these injuries, I underwent therapy and rehab for 

4-6 hours a day for 5 months. I met with vision and speech 

therapists, occupational and physical therapists and with a 

counselor whose job it was to help the head injury patients 

through the mental health component of this recovery 

process. 

This was the part I was least looking forward to. Why, I don’t 

really know, but I think it was just because of the fact that 

as a society we are scared to think that we might have 

something wrong with our brain’s ‘mind’. We are scared 

to think that the thing that controls who we are could be 

broke. In essence, we are afraid of losing some or all of who 

we are and or the ability to control it. 

We have that fear with good reason, because many people, 

and society in general, treat people with mental health 

(brain) issues differently. Many are treated as less, or at 

the very least, too different to be associated with unless 

necessary.  These actions normally occur when these people 

need support the most. 

So anyway back to my situation. I was not looking forward 

to talking to this therapist, as I felt that it was unnecessary. 

But what I found, however, could not have been further 

from that thought. 

This quickly became one of the sessions that I most looked 

forward too. And it opened up the door for me to seek 

additional information on how to improve not only my mind 

and my brain’s function, but to my entire body as well. 

These sessions allowed me to better see some of the things 

that were right in front of me all along. They gave me the 

ability to understand that it’s ok to have issues to deal with 

and to continually work to improve yourself, both physically 

and mentally. 

But most importantly, they gave me the ability to 

understand that it is no one but me who decides who or 

what owns real estate within my body and especially, my 

mind. 

I encourage you to understand that we all carry baggage, 

and no matter how much someone wants you to think they 

are better than you or more together than you, or that you 

are something less than them. It’s simply not true. 

If we are still using the real estate analogy, those negative 

actions against another person are simply them giving you 

a property showing of what the issues are within their own 

property, not yours. 

Each and every one of us has our burdens to carry and 

manage in life. For anyone to tell you otherwise is simply 

lying to you, and more importantly themselves. 

We need to all understand that it’s OK to have and more 

importantly manage these issues. 

The fire service can be a cut throat arena, and it’s 

unfortunate as we are all, or at least should be, here for the 

same purpose. That purpose is to serve the public. It’s the 

only reason the whole damn thing exists. 

The second most important thing we are here for is to serve 

each other. To take care of each other. Who knows better 

than us what we each go through on this job. We need to 

better understand that, and better look out for one another. 

If we are not, then we are not truly who we say we are. 

YOU need to take the first steps.  Take the steps to manage 

the properties within your body in a more efficient and 

productive way. Manage who and what gets into that real 

estate and especially who gets to own any part of you. Get 

the help you need to make this happen. It’s OK, we are all in 

the same boat, whether we admit it or not. If you don’t get 

the help you need, though, things can and usually will get 

worse. The longer that goes, the more difficult it will be to 

regain control. 

Once you have better control, then help someone else.    

Watch out for each other, take care of one another. You 

trust the people around you with your life every day, allow 

yourselves to be vulnerable and deal with the issues that 

come up.   

Most importantly, try to understand each other, as we’re all 

carrying our own burdens and just trying to get to the next 

day and achieve some level of peace and or happiness. 

Be smart, be as safe as you can and DO YOUR JOB. 

Capt. BB

Editor

(I can be reached at brianbastinelli@gmail.com)



York, PA

MARCH 22, 2018
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Weaver Organ And Piano Co.

Text and images by Brian Bastinelli

On a bitter cold second day of 

Spring a last minute nor’easter 

barrelled up the east coast and 

developed into what would become 

the worst storm of the season for South 

Central Pennsylvania. It was March 21st.

At the height of this storm firefighters 

from the City of York, PA began to hear 

the Gamewell bells clang and their pagers 

vibrate.  Nothing unexpected on a day like 

this, however, they’d quickly learn that this 

would be anything but the expected. 

The Weaver Organ and Piano building 

was on fire. It was one of those old ugly 

buildings that you hoped would never go 

up, and never on a day like that one. 

Companies arrived to a deep seated well 

involved fire and made a valiant effort to 

combat the flames. Crew after crew made 

an attempt to beat back the flames that 

were slowly consuming more and more of 

this heavy timber factory from the turn of 

the century. 

The fight went on well through the night 

but the fire was eventually beat into 

submission. Much of the building was 

lost, but a good section, maybe over half, 

remained intact. Firefighters never left 

the scene and continued to douse hot 

spots around the collapsed portions of the 

building. 

The next day began and ended with as 

much contrast as one could image from 

the day before. It was warmer, significantly 

warmer. Gone were the clouds, replaced 

with the bluest of skies. 

The men who’d answered the initial alarm 

returned for the second of their day tours 

and were back at the factory, finishing the 

job that they’d started. 

But then in the blink of an eye, the bright 

beautiful day faded to one of the darkest 

in the city’s history. For in the moment, the 

building fell, four floors fell to the ground, 

tragically bringing with it four of the cities 

bravest men. 

Crews scrambled and located their missing 

members, two were removed and though 

injured, would recover. Two, tragically 

would not. 

Firefighter Ivan Flanscha and Firefighter 

Zacary Anthony would give their lives 

protecting the city they loved. 

A cruel twist in a profession filled with its 

share of tragedy and triumph. These were 

some of the best. Those who you’d want by 

your side, watching your back. 

There is no one who you’d want to receive 

this fate, yet it always seems to be those 

who shine the brightest.

It is often that way, because these are the 

men who lean forward in their lives. The 

men who show us the way through their 

example they set quietly in all they do.

These were firemen.

Rest In peace brothers....



FIREFIGHTER  IVAN FLANSCHA

LAST ALARM - MARCH 22, 2018

FIREFIGHTER  ZACARY ANTHONY

LAST ALARM - MARCH 22, 2018



It is quite an honor to be asked to share my thoughts 
on firefighter suicide with the readers of Firemanship.  I 
have researched and studied suicide for the last three 
years, and while I don’t claim to be an expert, I can assure 
you that I have turned over many rocks in my quest to 
understand this profound human tragedy. 

What I have learned is that suicide is a complicated 
subject for many, not just those in our profession.  While 
researchers, experts, and clinicians are beginning to 
identify preventative factors and treatment methods, it is 
still difficult to recognize those at risk. I don’t have all the 
answers, and I haven’t found anybody who does.  

 My quest began as an action research assignment in 
2015 for graduate school; the instructions were to find an 
area where current practices were not best practices, and 
research better practices. 

Like many readers of this Journal, I wanted study an 
area of the fire service that I could improve upon, so I 
emailed our department’s safety officer and asked for 
recommendations. He asked me to research firefighter 
suicide. I’ll be honest; I was pretty shocked, as this is 
simply not a subject that was ever discussed around 
me or in my department. Like so many other people, I 
considered suicide a taboo topic and never discussed it 
openly. 

Unbeknownst to my Safety Chief and all that knew me, 
I had reached a point in life where I had become quite 
depressed, and suicide had crossed my mind.  It had not 
reached a point where I made a plan for suicide, but it 
was to the point where the thought of suicide entered my 
mind often. I had become so depressed that I remember 
riding my road bike and having no fear of being hit by a 
car. 

I recognized this was a problem, because typically cars 
that passed too closely scared the crap out of me. All of 
the sudden, however, my fear was gone.  In my head, I felt 
that if it were to happen, so be it.  These are the thoughts 
that led me to not only research firefighter suicide, but 

led me on a mission to understand suicide and suicide 
prevention. 

As soon as I began researching firefighter suicide, I was 
shocked with what I learned. Suicide was a dark secret 
in the fire service and several organizations were already 
working to recognize the causes and prevent future 
suicides. In fact, in 2011, the National Fallen Firefighters 
Foundation (NFFF) held the first fire service suicide and 
depression summit. 

One of the attendees, Chief Daniel DeGyrse, of the 
Chicago Fire Department was searching for solutions 
after CFD lost 7 firefighters to Suicide in an 18-month 
period. Another of the attendees, Captain Jeff Dill (ret), 
realized there was no official tracking mechanism or 
data available to quantifiably measure suicide in the 
fire service. He has since established the Firefighter 
Behavioral Health Alliance, http://www.ffbha.org/, an 
organization that tracks firefighter and EMS suicide. 

Reporting to the FFBHA is completely voluntary and as a 
result, compliance is suspected by Dill to be around 40%. 
Yet, Captain Dill has validated more suicides each of the 
last four years than the U.S. Fire Administration has listed 
as line of duty deaths. 

 This mirrors findings from a 15-year retrospective 
study conducted by Janet Savia, PhD, in 2007.  She 
reviewed death certificates of all career firefighters in 
North Carolina between 1984-1999, and discovered that 
a firefighter was three times more likely to die by suicide 
than in the line of duty. What is even more alarming 
about this statistic is the fact that while she only looked 
at suicide of career firefighters, she included LODDs from 
both career and volunteer firefighters. 

During the course of my research, I learned that 
firefighters have several protective factors that actually 
make them less likely to be at risk than the general 
population, but sadly, we also have quite a few risk factors 
that most civilians do not. Of the protective factors, 
positive social support from our crews is number one;

and, of the risk factors, our poor sleep ranks high. One 
thing I have learned, though, is that somebody who is 
determined to complete suicide will most likely prevail. 
However, hope exists, because most people who desire to 
kill themselves at one time, will most likely feel differently 
after receiving help for their underlying problem. 

Dr. Thomas Joiner, PhD, leading expert on suicide, lost 
his father to suicide while he was in graduate school 
nearly 30 years ago. He has since made it his mission to 
understand suicide and learn methods to combat what 
he calls a profound human tragedy. 

Over the course of his work, he has found that nearly 
100% of people who died by suicide had some sort of 
diagnosable and treatable mental health disorder at the 
time of their death. These people were not psychotic; 
they were sane, but suffering. Moreover, he indicates that 
at any given point, 25% of the population is suffering 
from some sort of mental health disorder. 

Firefighters are not immune from these disorders 
that include, anxiety, depression, substance abuse, 
posttraumatic stress symptoms, posttraumatic stress 
disorder, and insomnia. 

Often, when people think about mental health disorders, 
they think of psychosis, bipolar disorder, and other 
extreme mental health problems, and fail to account for 
other disorders that the general population is susceptible 
to. 

In fact, Dr. Joiner believes that lifetime rates of mental 
health disorders are close to 50%. Again, firefighters are 
not immune, and we are more likely to suffer from certain 
mental health disorders such as:  

• Depression 

• Substance abuse 

• Alcohol abuse

• Sleep disturbances

• Posttraumatic Stress Symptoms (PTSS)

• Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)

We are quick to blame firefighter suicide on 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), and in doing so, 
inadvertently make the other causes more difficult to 
address. 

Because of the long-standing stigma associated with 
mental health disorders and suicide, firefighters are 
reluctant to seek help when they find themselves 
suffering from any of the aforementioned. If they can’t 
attribute their depression, anxiety, or substance abuse to 
a traumatic call, they feel unworthy of seeking help. 

Yet, in their review of over 2800 EAP contacts over 15 
years in Chicago, Chief DeGryse found that relationship 
issues, substance abuse, and financial issues affected 
more members than did PTSS or PTSD. 

In her research of firefighter suicide, Laura Willing found 
that, “feeling that they cannot reveal vulnerability to 
their peers can lead to a sense of isolation.  A sense of 
alienation or isolation is often a factor that contributes to 
suicidal intention.” 

In fact, social isolation was found to be the greatest 
predictor of suicide. Additionally, several studies have 
determined that suppressing emotions or turning to 
maladaptive coping strategies, such as alcohol, can lead 
to major crisis. 

Unfortunately, alcohol is the most common coping 
mechanism firefighters use to deal with depression and 
mask the signs of stress. While alcohol is often seen as 
a temporary fix, its use often becomes constant; as a 
tolerance develops, use increases.  Together, alcoholism 
and depression have been considered as deadly as the 
toxic twins, CO and HCN.

SUICIDE
A Look Into The Darkness
Dena Ali



Constant use of alcohol leads to several negative outcomes, 
such as mood disorders, loss of health, loss of supportive 
relationships, and diminished thinking skills. During her 
research, Dr. Savia discovered that alcohol and depression 
are comorbid and their combination leads to an increase 
in suicidality. When alcoholism does not lead to suicide, 
it can still lead to death. In 2017, the fire service lost two 
amazing and talented fire instructors who died while 
driving impaired; Ej Mascaro and PJ Johnson.  

The problem surrounding suicide in the fire service is fear 
of showing weakness to our peers, or fear of being deemed 
unfit for duty. I know for me, when I was most depressed, 
I ensured nobody knew. I did not want to be seen as 
damaged and I did not want to be referred to EAP.  

Sadly, most supervisors fail to realize that having open 
relationships with their subordinates is more productive 
than referring them to EAP. The ability to open up and 
share struggles in a meaningful and non-judgemental way 
is the most productive coping strategy. 

In fact, multiple studies of suicide and PTSD have all 
discovered that the only variables that work for everybody 
are mindfulness and positive social support. There are 
several other treatment methods that include cognitive 
behavioral therapy (CBT), eye movement desensitization 
and reprocessing (EMDR), and medication, yet none of 
these have been found to work for all people all of the 
time. Furthermore, mindfulness and social support are 
protective factors that can be established long before one 
is in crisis. 

The two coping strategies that work for everybody are 
oddly two of the easiest methods, yet the ones we shy 
away from them the most. I personally think that through 
understanding the combination of the prevalence of 
mental health disorders among all people and the high 
rates of suicide in the fire service, we can see the need for 
a shift in our opinions of the stigma behind mental health 
disorders. Through understanding that meaningful social 
connection and positive social support can prevent suicide, 
we hopefully can shift to a fire service that no longer fears 
help seeking behavior and no longer suffers in silence. 

There are hundreds of risk factors that lead to suicide.  

There are simply too many to memorize in an effort to help 
determine who may be at risk for suicide.  Fortunately, Dr. 
Joiner created a model that explains suicidal behavior. His 
model posits that while there are several risks factors that 
lead to suicide, they all lead to one common final pathway 
that all suicide decedents travel.  His model contains only 
three variables, and removal of any of the three variables is 
predicted to prevent suicide. 

The model suggests that suicide occurs when three 
factors intersect: a low sense of belonging, a perception 
of burdensomeness, and the capacity to engage in lethal 
action. Dr. Joiner has found that the easiest of these three 
variables to alter is the low sense of belonging. 

In fact, he says, among firefighters, social support and 
meaningful social connection is a primary protector 
against suicide risk. Joiner states, “the need to belong is so 
powerful that, when satisfied, it can prevent suicide even 
when perceived burdensomeness and the acquired ability 
to enact lethal self-injury are in place.”

Low belongingness is easy to understand; it simply means 
that one feels isolated. This isolation can occur even when 
one is surrounded by people. Because, when you feel 
that you are going through something that nobody else 
can understand, or something you are ashamed of, it is 

quite easy to feel isolated.  Perceived burdensomeness is 
the idea that one’s existence is a burden to others. It can 
manifest into the idea that, “my death is worth more than 
my life.”  The word perceived is included because quite 
simply it is an idea that is not true, but to the person who 
feels like a burden, they don’t realize that it’s untrue. Dr. 
Joiner conducted two studies of suicide notes and found 
that the perception of burdensomeness was the most 
common expression listed. 

While connecting and contributing are necessary for the 
will to live, no matter how badly one may want to die, 
they will not be able to complete suicide without the last 
variable, the capacity to engage in lethal action. 

This variable is often the limiting factor to suicide because 
quite simply, one must overcome the strongest natural 
instinct in order to enact their own death. They must 
overcome their instinct to survive. The survival instinct is 
autonomic just like our heart and lungs. We don’t control 
it, it simply operates when necessary. 

However, the instinct to survive can be overcome through 
a habituation to painful and traumatic events. With 
repeat exposure to pain or trauma, one can become more 
fearless in the face of danger. In as much, multiple suicide 
attempts will eventually result in a completion of suicide. 

Children who were abused have a greater sense of 
fearlessness, and thus are more able to complete suicide. 
People who have experienced painful or traumatic events 
become fearless, and firefighters, through the nature of 
our work, have to develop a sense of fearlessness. Once 
one becomes able to engage in lethal action, it generally 
cannot be changed.

Thus, efforts to reduce suicide must be directed 
at the other two variables, low belongingness and 
burdensomeness. Dr. Joiner made a few fascinating 
findings during his research. 

For example, while on average, every day, 90 people die 
by suicide, after 09/11, John F. Kennedy’s assassination, 
and the 1980 “Miracle on Ice,” suicide rates plummeted. In 
fact, we saw an all time low on 09/11/2001.  Only 36 people 
completed suicide that day, and Dr. Joiner associates this 
with a coming together and sense of purpose. What’s 
fascinating is that suicide rates dropped both during days 
of national celebration and tragedy. 

Through this, we learn that somebody who has made the 
decision to die by suicide can change his or her mind 
through appropriate intervention. What’s more powerful to 
learn is that over 90% of people who made a lethal suicide 
attempt (ex: jumped from the Golden Gate Bridge) and 
survived and received treatment, never attempted suicide 
again. 

Treating the underlying cause of suicide can be lifesaving.  
Moreover, 95% of people who were simply restrained 
before jumping from the Golden Gate Bridge, never 
attempted suicide again. Intervention can be lifesaving, 
habituation is not. 

People who are suicidal cannot live their lives like I did 
and fear seeking help or fear being discovered. They must 
recognize that it’s ok to not be ok, and it’s ok to open up 
and seek help. 

I hope to follow this article up in the next issue of 
Firemanship with practical advice to members and 
departments on preventing suicide. A start to prevention 
is simply understanding.  My hopes are that I have laid the 
groundwork to this understanding. B
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Air Consumption
Dan Hunt

I enjoy reading online about how various 
departments and crews spend their winter months, 
or any month really, training. A favorite winter drill I 
see each year is an air consumption exercise. 

There are many variations of the training which 
usually involves a game of sport such as volleyball, 
basketball or even dodge-ball. With adult education 
it is a priority to convey to the adult learner why they 
are asked to perform a skill or why we are spending 
time studying a certain subject. 

This motivates the learner and creates ownership 
or a buy in to the training. In the case of the air 
consumption drill, the object seems to be to don an 
SCBA and perform a physical activity over time to see 
how long the participant is able to conserve a limited 
supply of air. 

While this drill is good to build tolerance and 
show that active consumption rates do not always 
equal factory rates, these drills do little to identify 
breathing abnormalities and correct them. 

To make this training more effective we need 
to teach physical conditioning exercises, air 
conservation skills and recovery techniques to 
the participants. We then need to recreate the 
physiological stress over several weeks for the same 
period of time each training session and see if the 
participant improves their ability to conserve air.

Pulmonary Science: 

Minute ventilation is the volume of air inhaled or 
exhaled over one minute. The normal respiratory 
cycle of a healthy adult is steady and can be 
predicted. Rate and depth of breathing stays 
constant and rate of breathing is repetitive with 
uniformed inhalation and exhalation times. If we 
measured the volume of air taken in with one breath 
and divided it by the number of breaths in a minute, 
we would be able to calculate the minute volume or 
VE.

Peak inspiratory flow is the fastest flow of air inhaled 
during the respiratory cycle.

As we do work and exert our muscles we create 
an increased oxygen demand. The body must 
compensate for this increased demand and draw in 
oxygen at faster flows. To do this the body increases 
the minute ventilation by increasing the number of 
breaths per minute and increasing the volume of 
air inspired during each breath. During strenuous 
exercise this could require peak inspiratory flows, also 
known as inspiratory demand, of over 100L/min. At 
the same time the body increases the heart rate and 
blood pressure to increase the circulation of oxygen 
to the muscles. 

As we exert ourselves on the fire ground we begin 
to breathe faster and deeper and our heart rate and 
blood pressure increases. The physiological numbers 
are affected by the physical conditioning of the 
individual the ability of the lung to stretch and the 
ability of the airways to stay dilated.

There is a direct relationship between breathing and 
heart rate. Our bodies have a weakened version of 
the mammalian diving reflex. This means that if we 
were to dive in cold water our bodies would decrease 
our heart rate to allow oxygen to be used more 
efficiently. 

We can induce this same effect by increasing Co2 
levels in our body. Co2 is a bi-product of respiration. 
Meaning that it is the air left in our lungs at the end 
of inspiration cycle and after oxygen uptake. This 
air is waist and is waiting to be exhaled. Co2 levels 
can be increased If we slow down our breathing 
and increase the pause between inspiration and 
expiration. This increase in Co2 will decrease our 
heart rate and decrease our oxygen demand.

When faced with low levels of self-contained air 
in our packs, we must decrease our heart rate, 
respiratory rate and volume of air consumed. The 
only factor our of those three that we have control 
over is the respiratory rate. We can consciously slow 
our breathing and decrease our heart rate allowing 
oxygen to be used more efficiently which in turn 
will decrease the volume of air consumed with each 
breath.

Consider the scenario of unextractable entanglement 
while low on air. In order to conserve air, the first 
step must be to try and relax and decrease energy 
expenditure. Once the body is relaxed even a little, 
the respiratory rate will begin to decrease. Try and 
put the body into a position that decreases weight on 
the diaphragm and opens up the chest for expansion. 
The second step to decrease the work of breathing 
is to modify breathing patterns. The normal ratio of 
Inspiration to expiration is 1:2. That means twice as 
much time breathing out than breathing in. In step 
2 we are going to force ourselves through relaxed 
concentration to breathe in for 4 seconds and out for 
8 seconds. Once we can comfortably maintain this 
pattern we are going to add a breath hold before 
breathing out and then again before breathing back 
in. 

This is called box breathing and can be done any 
time you want to conserve your self-contained air. 
This looks like; breathe in for 4 hold for 2, breathe out 
for 8 hold for 2. Breathing like this adds 4 seconds 
of uninspired air to each breathing cycle. This brings 
the total seconds of uninspired air to 12/ cycle which 
will significantly lower the breaths per minute and 
increase Co2 retention in the lungs. As Co2 levels 
build the heart rate will decrease and the volume of 
air inspired with each breath will also decrease. As 
the inspiratory demand decreases we will conserve 
more air volume in our cylinders.



When training firefighters to conserve air, time must 
be taken to teach body mechanics and respiratory 
pattern modification. The air consumption drill 
should be done in two parts. 

At the first training session, the firefighter should be 
given progressively intense tasks or exercises while 
wearing full PPE to induce high heart rates and high 
breathing rates. 

Cross Fit style workouts work good for this including 
high Intensity Interval Training. A good exercise 

example would be a sledge hammer and tire 
evolution. 

Have a firefighter strike a tire with a sledge hammer 
at a moderate pace for 45 seconds. For the last 
fifteen seconds have the firefighter double his rate of 
strikes. 

Use a metronome app to help keep the rhythm. A 
stair machine is another good interval exercise a 
third to consider would be push presses or a dead lift 
into a push press.

Once the low air alarm sounds have the firefighter 
kneel and crawl. Simulate an entanglement and 
collapse that is unextractable, and call a mayday. 
The firefighter will initiate your department’s Mayday 
procedure. 

Record how long the cylinder lasts before there is only 
one or two breaths left. Once the firefighter is recovered 
teach them the positional technique to optimize 
breathing and also show how to perform box breathing. 

Have the firefighter practice both techniques and 
coach as needed. The firefighter will be assigned to 
practice these techniques during the off time over the 
next week by performing the exercises and then the 
recovery techniques. 

One week later repeat the drill with the exact same 
exercises as before. Once the low air alarm sounds 
have the firefighter kneel and crawl. Simulate an 
entanglement and collapse that is unextractable. and 
call a mayday. The firefighter will initiate your Mayday 

procedure and then try and position themselves in the 
fetal position to conserve air through relaxation and 
box breathing. 

Record how long the cylinder lasts before the final few 
breaths. Compare week one’s times with week two’s 
times and see if there is an improvement.

Always stress air management and being self-aware 
of your air capacity at all times. Stress also always 
having two ways to escape your current position. 
While conducting this training you want to reinforce 
good behaviors and mindsets for working in IDLH 
environments.  

Exercising in SCBA is a fine way to build tolerance and 
conditioning, but if we are calling it an air consumption 
drill we must provide tools and techniques to conserve 
air or we are just playing games in masks. Giving 
firefighters solid survival skills builds confidence and 
allows them to work more aggressively.







COMMITMENT
“The state or quality of being 

dedicated to a cause, activity, 
etc.”, “A pledge or undertaking”, 

or “An engagement or obligation 
that restricts freedom of action.” 

              Marc Aloan



W e experience few things in life that are more 

rewarding than being a part of something 

bigger than ourselves.  Hell, this is the reason 

most of us end up on the job in the first place.  

So, when I was asked to write an article for this fantastic 

publication, which is put together by some of the most 

dedicated, passionate brothers our profession has to offer, 

I was honored to say the least.  When they went one step 

further and told me I could pick the topic as well, I was 

actually quite intimidated.  

What could I possibly write about that would resonate 

with those who are truly committed to improving our 

craft, many light years ahead of myself as far as knowledge 

and skill level, that would still have an impact on their 

passion?  I spent quite a few weeks pondering different 

topics which seemed interesting but just didn’t seem 

to fit the bill.  Finally, it hit me; what’s the main thing 
that separates names on a roster from firefighters?  
COMMITMENT!

Let me start out this discussion by saying if it wasn’t for 

commitment, my fire service dream would have sailed 

right on passed me.  I am a first-generation firefighter who 

stumbled into this profession mainly because it engulfed 

and intrigued me at a young age.  At a towering 5’9” and 

whopping 135lbs., I hit the fire service at the age of 17 with 

sheer passion, will, and commitment to learn a job I had 

been infatuated with probably since the age of 8 or 9, with 

no valid reason or understanding as to why.  

Once I got a taste, it was game over for anything else 

this life had to offer me.  The fire service was for sure my 

calling!  I was told quite often that I would never fulfill 

my dreams due to my size and the outsider status that 

can often accompany those with no traditional or historic 

ties to the fire service.  However, I took that criticism and 

turned it into a challenge that drove me even harder to 

accomplish my goals.

I spent the majority of my free time at the firehouse, 

learning the rigs, donning my gear, and taking on any 

additional tasks they would allow me to complete.  It was 

in these early days of my fire service career, as a young, 

hungry, enthusiastic kid that I first learned the value of 

commitment.  

I propelled myself into many arduous tasks that others 

wanted no part of and began to realize that if you leave 

your mark on things through dedication and the pursuit 

of betterment, people will certainly notice.  I transformed 

from a stranger, who people probably didn’t put much 

stock in, to someone that may have not always been the 

popular choice but was certainly reliable and committed.  

I also learned that this was far more important to most.  I 

can thank my early role models that came in the form of 

senior men and great chief officers who saw a kid who 

didn’t always know how to harness his own enthusiasm, 

but were somehow able to control my raw passion 

and guide me to becoming a professional through 

encouragement and a much longer leash than I probably 

deserved.  

I failed quite often in my efforts to do great things, but 

instead of running me off they sat me down and showed 

me the way.  I am forever grateful for the lessons I learned 

and value I gained from the amazing volunteers at the 

Defreestville and Wynantskill Fire Departments in the 

small village of North Greenbush in upstate New York.  

Their influence has remained with me in every fire service 

venture I have taken since.  The confidence they gave me 

is invaluable and irreplaceable.  It is also the foundation 

of my commitment which I have continued to build upon 

with the advice and knowledge of the amazing people I 

have met and learned from since.  

I consider myself part of the fortunate minority who get to 

do what they love for a living and I try to remember that 

even on the days where I am probably not as appreciative 

of the opportunities which I have been blessed with as I 

should be.  My commitment doesn’t always come with a 

meter, can probably be viewed as abrasive at times, and 

in many cases has caused my mouth and attitude to get 

ahead of my skill and experience level.  

However, that commitment has also pushed me to 
constantly improve through education, training, 
and surrounding myself with people from my own 
department, as well as many others, who keep me 
focused and grounded.  I may not be a guy who has been 

to thousands of jobs, I have never made a grab, I definitely 

don’t always make the brightest decisions, and in all 

honesty, I probably have way more to learn than I have to 

offer, but what I do know is how to love this job and the 

drain and sacrifice it often takes to commit to it.

So, what exactly is commitment?  As defined by a 

Google search, commitment is “the state or quality of 

being dedicated to a cause, activity, etc.”, “a pledge or 

undertaking”, or “an engagement or obligation that 

restricts freedom of action.”

As defined in terms of firemanship, commitment is 

drilling (sometimes by ourselves) when we could be 

enjoying some down time, working out even when we 

are tired, walking a building properly at 0300 when we 

are pretty sure we are chasing a nuisance alarm, trying 

new strategies and tactics even when they are not the 

easy or popular option, attending training opportunities 

as frequently as possible (even if that means using our 

own dime and time), helping someone else on our crew 

because we fail and succeed as team, taking on projects 

to move our departments forward, sitting on committees, 

polishing hand tools, learning the streets in our due, 

becoming familiar with local building construction 

methods, setting our rigs up in a manner that helps us win 

battles on the fire-ground, and pressing on in our journey 

of mastery despite difficulty, failure, adversity, and the 

inevitable naysayers who don’t always understand us or 

our undertakings.  

Simply put, commitment in our line of work is continuing 

to push ourselves, and others, with the understanding that 

the minute we take the job for granted is the minute it 

shows us what a serious miscalculation that really is!

Commitment defines how much effort we are willing to 
exert into a specific topic or activity.  Chances are if you 

are reading this, you probably don’t have a problem with 

commitment, at least professional commitment anyway.  

Contrary to some of the propaganda which is infecting 

our occupation, the life of the high-speed, committed, 

dedicated, accountable, passionate firefighter is still alive 

and well in departments across the country.  

From the largest, metropolitan department that takes 

in a job as often as every tour, to the smallest, rural 

department which may see one working fire a year, there 

are committed professionals in all of our firehouses 

who are dedicated to persevering the calling, duty, and 

service that fire departments have always served their 

communities with.  Although many of the social media 

outlets and grumpy individuals who have somehow lost 

their motivation would like us to believe otherwise, being 
committed to the job is still very much in style.  

With that being said, like any profession, we are also 

exposed to those who appear as if they could care less 

about this craft of ours.  We are being attacked by those 

who entered the profession to take from it or figured out 

how to do so once they infiltrated our rosters.  It is these 

leeches who seem to be sucking the life out of us faster 

than we can identify and replace them!  Sadly, their loud 

cries all too often drown out the positive dialogue of those 

who are passionate and committed to our craft.  

It’s actually kind of odd that an occupation like 

firefighting, with such high stakes and serious 

consequences, would find itself in a dilemma where we 

even have to address something like commitment.  Most 

would assume our motivation to learn, practice, and 

improve would be as involuntary as breathing or blinking 

due to the hazards and expectations of the job.  History 

alone has shown us the respect we must give to the 

dangers we are up against and has proven to be a great 

motivator for stopping preventable injuries and deaths 

through science, education, and training.  However, the 

results of these studies can push us outside of our comfort 

zones and inadvertently attack coveted traditions and 

tactics that many are not ready to let go of.  

This has led us to what appears to be a commitment 

metamorphosis of sorts that is unfortunately resulting in 

factions and divisions which impair our ability to function 

as a cohesive unit.  As members group themselves into 

distinct sects that are committed to certain tactics or 

parts of our mission, but not others, eventually an “us” vs. 

“them” mentality is formed that drives wedges between us 

instead of bringing us together like commitment should.  

Combine a mission that continues to expand and balloon 

with constant political pressures to further justify our 

need and value and we are left with many who are simply 

unable to appreciate or get behind what is now expected 

of the modern fire department.  While almost everyone 

is committed to the fire suppression side of the job, EMS, 

rescue, HAZMAT, prevention, and even fire suppression 

tactics themselves, can become dividing lines between our 

personnel.  Where the job itself was once enough to unite 

us without much thought or question, it sure seems like 

many of our brothers and sisters are finding themselves at 

odds with each other more than they are in agreement. 

In many ways, we are actually creating a commitment 
to negativity because we become so blinded by our 
opinions that we do things just to piss off, avenge, or 
retaliate against those with different values and ideas.  
This “bad competition” is a dangerous trend that we need 

to stop immediately before we get to a point where we 

cannot turn back.

There are many theories on why such a phenomenon 

is occurring, from the negative impacts of social media 

to new societal norms finally forcing entry through our 

bay doors.  However, regardless of the root cause of our 

perceived difficulties, the desired outcomes remain 

unchanged.  

Instead of dwelling on the luster of days past, we have 
to commit ourselves to exploring and finding solutions 
to eliminate the forces that are stealing passion and 
accountability from our firehouses and replacing them 
with complacency and contempt.  Sometimes that means 

resurrecting and restoring ways of the past and other 

times it will require us to find and create new methods 

that specifically address the modern challenges we 

seem to be trying to ignore or will away. We must also 

remember that motivation, or demotivation, is one of the 

most prevalent contagions found in our firehouses. The 

will of the company will almost always suffocate the will of 

the individual, for better or worse.  We have to find ways to 

motivate the team, take advantage of those who are self-

motivated, lift up those who are not, and build a culture 

which begs us to continue to do more at every turn.  

If we focus on what is negative, then we will continue to 
spread that negativity, whereas if we focus on positivity, 
it will become the new cultural norm.  Regardless of 

which end of the spectrum your department falls on, 

commit to creating a reality which mirrors the results and 

outcomes the department desires.  It is far easier to make 

our aspirations a reality than it is to convince others to 

change their perception of an environment that falls short 

of the vision we are selling them.    

So, why is commitment such an important quality to 

have in our profession?  Commitment is what drives us 

to remain competent, improve our skills, find pride and 

ownership, learn, mentor, and give back. 



Commitment is essentially the force behind every 
decision, perception, and endeavor we decide to get 
behind or not get behind in some cases.  Without 
commitment, we are names on a piece of paper who 
show up and go through the motions of the minimum 
standard without any thought or consideration for the 
big picture, our brothers and sisters, our families, or our 
citizens.  

To put things bluntly, if you ended up in our profession, 

which is centered around serving others through courage, 

bravery, and problem solving, you probably shouldn’t need 

all that much assistance with finding the commitment 

necessary to master the craft.  This job isn’t and never 

has been for people who aren’t willing to go above and 

beyond; it’s just not in our DNA! 

The ramifications of commitment are different at various 

points in our career.  As young or new firefighters, 
commitment is the key ingredient to proving ourselves 
to our crews or departments.  We must focus on showing 

our worth and value to be accepted into a team that in 

many cases found a groove and rhythm long before we 

showed up.  One-size certainly doesn’t fit all in these 

situations, but when a new member demonstrates 

their commitment through hard work, sacrifice, and 
dedication to the team, they will be much more 

successful at finding a place on that team.  

As we gain some time, possibly a promotion or two, 

and end up taking on the position of engineer or senior 

man, we are faced with a new, expanded role of our 

commitment in the form of mentoring and coaching.  

At this point in our career it is our responsibility not 
only to hold on to the commitment we learned as a 
new firefighter, but also show its value as we groom 
commitment in our newest members.  This crucial point 

in our careers is how we help continue a tradition of 

passion and at the same time demonstrate our ability 

to lead.  For some, this will be the end of their upward 

movement in their department, as they find their calling 

in such a role.  For the record, there is no shame in that! 

For others, promotion will find its way to their horizon 

and they will enter yet another phase of commitment.  As 

the company officer, commitment is now all about taking 

care of those you have been entrusted with under your 

command.  

Our commitment will require us to put the needs of our 
team first, develop their skills, teach them how to be 

productive members of the department, and prepare their 

path to success as they grow within our agencies.  This is 

where buy in is formed and leaders are separated from 

managers or supervisors. This commitment also means 
sacrificing our time and comfort as we must commit to 

our people, yet still take care of the responsibilities which 

come with our position.  

Finally, for the fortunate, or unfortunate few (depending 

who you ask), the role of the chief officer provides an 

even larger challenge to commitment.  Not only must 

we commit to our members like the company officer, 

only on a much larger scale, but we must also commit 
to ensuring the entire department is providing the best 
possible service to our citizens in an efficient manner 

which respects their valuable tax dollars as well as the 

mandates of the local government officials whom they 

elected to represent their interests and wishes.  At this 

level, our commitment is truly tested as we are often torn 

in different directions trying to satisfy both sides, while 

still ensuring our mission and personnel are the primary 

focus.  

Although I have no experience as chief officer, I have 

learned from chiefs whom I trust and respect greatly, 

suggesting that their responsibilities can be difficult and 

trying would be grossly understating the facts.  However, 

when done right, success in the role of the chief officer is 

an extremely rewarding and satisfying accomplishment to 

say the least!

Commitment is an inherent requirement at all levels 
of our organizations and also one that lives and dies by 
the example being set in our firehouses.  The fire service 

seems to be treading some pretty deep water these days 

as we teeter on the delicate balance between being a 

business and a service.  Although there are many business 

concepts involved in operating a fire department, we 

must ensure we preserve the importance of service which 

successfully carrying out our mission hinges so heavily 

upon.  

Remember, the greatest mission statements, vision 

statements, policies, procedures, and guidelines will 

be of little consequence without the commitment and 

accountability to turn those ideas into cultural and 

operational realities.  Our returns are based on our 

investments; choose wisely.  Outcomes and results reflect 

our values.  

While every run presents different challenges, we should 

be adding more hash-marks to the win column than 

the loss column.  Commitment must start early on and 
expand, not contract as we are grow and rise within our 
departments.  Passion and motivation must be organic, 

but we can certainly help them along with the right 

influence.  At the end of the day, we must compare our 

performance to our own expectations of the crew that will 

show up to our loved ones.  If that doesn’t open your eyes 

to the significance of commitment in this profession, I 

don’t know what will.

For those who feel their commitment is met with 

resistance and ridicule, keep working.  Focus on small 

victories that win bigger wars.  Choose your battles but 

don’t sacrifice your value or passion in doing so.  Our 

failures are almost always centered around our approach, 

not our content.  If there is a will, there is a way!  Work 

to affect one person in everything you do and encourage 

them to do the same.  The domino effect of this approach

results in an exponential improvement of the big picture.  

For those of us who are supported in our efforts and 

appreciated for our commitment, keep spreading the 

word, even to those working in other departments.  

Especially these days, our influence is not confined to our 

individual station or department.  Use it wisely.  The fire 

service family needs to reach beyond the jurisdictional 

boundaries we have historically confined ourselves to.  

Reach out wide and reach out often.  Where we fail as 

individuals we conquer as a team.  Nobody should fight 

alone in this profession, regardless of the adversary.  

Commit to the fire service, your department, your crew, 
your citizens, and most importantly, commit to yourself.  
Every great accomplishment in the history of mankind 

started with one person who had a vision that they stood 

behind.  IF YOU ARE COMMITTED TO OUR CRAFT, STAND 
UP FOR IT AND BE PROUD.  You may be surprised not only 

where that commitment takes you, but also where it takes 

others!



  Brothers 
  In Blue
         Looking For Lessons Beyond FD LODD Reports

         Kiel Samsing

   In April of 2016, Virginia State Trooper 
Chad Dermyer was shot and killed in 
the line of duty. Trooper Dermyer had 
served as a police officer in the city 
where I work before moving on in his 
career and more recently a U.S. Marshal 
was killed in Harrisburg, PA. I started 
wondering if there were lessons to be 
learned beyond firefighter line of duty 
death reports.

NIOSH reports can become very repetitive (and 

recently agenda driven) and that can limit our 

ability to learn from them. Incidents, causes, 

recommendations can all run together and we can get 

complacent when reading them. So I went in search of 

lessons learned from the law enforcement community and 

found some interesting things.

Historically, April is a month plagued with tragedy for our 

law enforcement brothers and sisters. Thirty years ago, on 

April 11th, 1986 two FBI agents made the ultimate sacrifice 

while attempting to apprehend two suspects in an armed 

robbery case. A shoot-out took place in a suburban area 

of Miami, Florida. After four minutes, Special Agents Ben 

Grogan and Jerry Dove lay dead. Four other agents were 

wounded. This event continues be recognized as one of the 

bloodiest days in FBI history.

Sixteen years earlier, California Highway Patrol Officers 

George Alleyn, Walt Frago, Roger Gore, and James Pence 

were gunned down in a parking lot in Newhall, California. 

These events remain two of the most talked about shootouts 

in law enforcement history. Both have provided officers 

with valuable lessons that have undoubtedly saved and will 

continue to save lives. But these lessons are not exclusive to 

the police force; they are also applicable to the fire service. 

If embraced, they may aid in saving firefighter lives from 

tragedies similar to those that befell our brothers in blue.

By now most firefighters have heard stories of police officers 

found dead with spent revolver brass in their pockets. The 

stories often involved officers who trained with revolvers 

who routinely policed their brass while shooting at the 

range, placing it in their pockets to prevent a mess that they 

had to clean up at the end of the day. The stories say that 

these officers were so ingrained with this habit that they 

performed this task even in the middle of a fight for their 

lives. 

Many people associate the Florida and California shoot-outs 

with this muscle memory, so it is no surprise that instructors 

often use these stories in an attempt to prove the effects of 

muscle memory on performance. However, investigations 

performed after the aforementioned incidents have 

concluded that any story involving officer dying with brass 

in his pocket is rhetoric.

 There are few, if any, documented instances of an officer 

found dead with empty shell casings in his pocket. These 

anecdotes, though well-intentioned, do nothing to advance 

the true lessons learned from these horrible tragedies and 

paint these heroes in a negative light. Let’s put the dramatic 

fiction away and look at some facts.

The truth is that the aforementioned police deaths came as 

a result of a complex situation. Any lessons gleaned from 

these tragedies should not be considered a condemnation 

of the brave officers who gave their lives; most of what we’ve 

learned suggests that there were factors in play far beyond 

their control, including lapses in training and significant 

equipment issues. 

Both incidents cite similar training issues, including the use 

of static firearms training “ training where the officer stands 

still shooting at a silhouette target that doesn’t move. Most 

of the officers were not trained with moving targets or 

taught how to fire a service weapon while in a position of 

cover. Instead, they received standard basic training that did 

not simulate real world situations, training created to check 

a box on a piece of paper. 

Does this sound familiar? Firefighting basic recruit training 

is very similar. It exists in a vacuum. It’s static, with very 

few real world variables involved. New firefighters pull hose 

through buildings without furniture and search blind folded 

without ever touching a thermal imager. Once they leave 

the academy they have obstacles and elements to deal with 

that they never encountered in training. 

Imagine what this does to their state of mind. Their stress 

is already high then add several unknown factors and then 

see what their reaction is. Even when we do try to simulate 

real world scenarios in the burn building we put our recruits 

in situations that reinforce poor habits. Forcing recruits 

to push into high heat with thick smoke banked down 

to the floor while flowing limited to no water is a recipe 

for disaster. Far too often we say “do not open the nozzle” 

because the instructors do not want to reset the fire or 

do not think they have enough time to get all the recruits 

through the evolutions if they are constantly resetting a fire. 

Also, many fire academies have turned basic training burns 

into sadomasochistic rituals where we bake the hell out of 

recruits whole trying to pretend it is not that hot. Meanwhile 

we are telling the recruits they are pussies and need to 

suck it up. The education portion of burns has fallen by the 

wayside due to NFPA 1403 requirements, laziness, and our 

own sick goals of making sure the recruits “earn something’. 

We need to build recruits up through training with a firm 

foundation in the basics. Yes we need to make sure recruits 

can take heat and stress, but punishing them in the name 

of training is not the way to do it. We do not need to ingrain 

the rookie firefighters to feel high heat and just sit there 

and take it. 

The first few times they try a skill it should be in a well lit 

area in a slow and controlled fashion. Then start building 

speed with a desired end goal. Once they begin to show 

proficiency, begin timing them. There does not need to be 

specific time frame but timing alone begins to add a stress 

factor. From there you should start to effect their senses. I 

start by limiting vision, through black out masks or smoke, 

this ramps up the stress a bit more. The next thing I do is 

add heat, either through a live fire evolution or a jet heater. 

The final sense I effect is hearing. We use pre recorded fire 

ground radio channel played over an open radio channel. 

This is done until recruits are proficient in the basics needed 

to do the job and then we introduce things like thermal 

imaging cameras, larger hose-lines, difficult situations, 

changing tactics, and evolving scenarios involving multiple 

skill sets.

Some of the fallen heroes had service weapons that they 

never trained on or qualified with. They may have never 

even fired those weapons before. How many of you are 

not using the same equipment you used in the academy? 

Have you used that tool in the field? Do you know how to 

troubleshoot it? 

Many firefighters just assume that a nozzle is a nozzle and 

a halligan is a halligan without looking into the specifics of 

the tool and those people are very misinformed. 

We need to know everything about our weapons. Whether 

the nozzle is an automatic fog, adjustable gallonage, or 

smooth-bore. Does it have a stream straightener, or a metal 

strainer? We need to be checking to see if the nozzle has a 

split ball valve or solid ball valve. Firefighters need to know 

their hose loads, how to pull them, and how to troubleshoot 
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them. Did the last crew repack the hose correctly? The only 
way you can be sure that everything works correctly is to 
check it/pack it yourself. We need to return to doing these 
things everyday and not just the first day back to work.

Another issue, particularly in the Miami shoot-out, related 
to the FBI agents use of 9mm revolvers. The revolvers held 
a limited number of rounds, required a manual reload 
(they did not have speed loaders), and didn’t have much 
stopping power. The suspect responsible for the deaths of 
Special Agents Ben Grogan and Jerry Dove was actually 
shot early on in the incident. The bullet stopped a few 
inches from his heart, but he was able to continue on his 
rampage. Ballistic experts agree that had the officers fired 
a larger caliber weapon, the suspect would have been killed 
instantly. As a result of the ballistic investigation, the FBI 
changed their weapons and bullets. Furthermore, the FBI 
agents were aware that the suspects had high powered 
long rifles that they used in previous robberies, but they 
still attempted to apprehend the suspects using small 
caliber hand guns and a shotgun. 

Prudence alone would suggest (1) the use of a larger caliber 
weapon against such an attacker and (2) FBI testing of 
service weapon effectiveness. Applying similar prudent 
strategies to the fire service requires that we ask ourselves 
this question: How often are we “outgunned” when we 
enter a burning building? I’m willing to bet it happens far 
more often than we like to think.

The solution to this problem? We need to flow test all 
our lines and make sure we are properly maintaining our 
nozzles. All firefighters should flow their nozzles regularly 
so they are aware of what the proper nozzle reaction and 
stream pattern is supposed to be. We should also stretch 
the proper lines to the proper place with the proper nozzle 
for the upcoming fire fight. We also need to field test our 
“weapons” (nozzles). Do we know our flow rate for all of 
the nozzles on our specific engine? This information is key. 
Know your flow rate through your hose configuration and 
nozzle combination. We need to overwhelm the BTUs with 
superior GPMs. As Brian Brush says “if you find yourself in 
a fair fight, your tactics suck.” You wouldn’t bring a knife 
to a gun fight, so why pack low GPM? Be smart. Make sure 
you’re not in a fair fight.  

The automatic fog nozzles in my department were only 
flowing at 75gpm when flowed at 75psi nozzle pressure 
(NP) We were unaware that the nozzles needed to be taken 
apart and cleaned yearly and this was causing our flow 
issues. Our 2.5” nozzles were even worse. When flowed at 
75psi NP they were only putting out 175GPM. Our solution 
was to follow the recommended NFPA flow of 300GPM in 
the first two lines and aim for 150gpm minimum for 1.75” 
lines. We were unable to obtain 150gpm with manageable 
nozzle reaction so we did a nozzle study. We brought 
in multiple vendors and tested their nozzles with all of 

our own equipment. The goal was to flow 150gpm with 
one firefighter. We were able to find an excellent nozzle 
and hose combination and replaced all of our automatic 
fog nozzles with smooth-bores on all of our apparatus. 
Regardless of whether you are a smooth-bore or fog fan 
your goal should be 150gpm from your initial line. I prefer 
smooth-bore nozzles and can back up my feelings using 
NISTs 2009 wind driven fire report. The study touched on 
nozzle impacts on temperature and heat flux (the intensity 
of radiant heat) and its impact on firefighter survival in 
flashover. NIST states a fully geared up firefighter would 
survive for only 30 seconds in 500 degrees Fahrenheit with 
a heat flux of 20kW/m2 at the floor. 

According to Jason Vestal in “A Quantitive Approach to 
Nozzle Selection”1, “even in areas remote from the fire 
compartment, radiant heat at floor levels greater than 20 
kW/m2 can be expected and rapidly provide the necessary 
radiant heat energy to cause a flashover in the adjacent 
room or compartment where advancing firefighters are 
likely positioned.” The smooth-bore nozzles immediately 
dropped the temperatures below 500 degrees F in 30-
50 seconds where the fog nozzles initially increased 
temperatures and heat flux.  The smooth-bore nozzle 
also decreed the heat flux to below 20kW/m2 on average 
20-35 seconds faster than the fog nozzle. The article by 
Vestal indicates you would need to flow 672 GPM in a fog 
nozzle to get the same effect as 150 GPM in a smooth-
bore. Obviously 672 GPM is cannot be achieved by a single 
firefighter and an interior attack fog nozzle. 

A few of the officers were not wearing their body armor 
or did not fully load their guns because they were heavy 
to carry. This one is pretty easy to relate to the fire service. 
WEAR ALL OF YOUR GEAR. It may be heavy and restrict 
movement but it is designed to save your life. If you want 
proof, pull up the video from the fire where Fresno Fire 
Captain Pete Dern fell through the roof. Wear your gear. No 
excuses.

At the end of the day, firefighter LODD reports and NIOSH 
reports are an excellent resource for our profession and 
they will continue to be part of my daily reading, but we 
should not limit ourselves. 

We should be students on a never ending journey to 
gain information. If you put the job specific issues aside 
and read the reports of the military, police, or any other 
dangerous job while substituting their professional 
terminology for ours, we can all learn a great deal while 
also honoring those heroes who paid the ultimate sacrifice 
for protecting us. Expand your horizons, it may save your 
life.

1. Vestal, Jason. “Quantitative Approach to Selecting Nozzle 
Flow Rate and Stream Part 2” Fire Engineering 2011
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Equitable Building Fire, Nyc., 1912



S ometimes, as time moves 

on, stories need to be 

retold, to preserve the 

“lessons learned” for new 

generations. This year, 2018, marks 

the 30 year anniversary of the fire at 

the Hackensack NJ Ford dealership at 

which 5 firefighters were killed when 

the bowstring truss roof collapsed 

during fire operations. Below is the 

retold story.

The City of Hackensack is located 

in northern NJ, about 5 miles west 

of New York City at the George 

Washington Bridge. The city 

encompasses about 46,000 residents 

in a 4.5 square mile area. The FD, 

fully paid since 1914, has maintained 

a strength of about 100 members 

for the last 35 years, although during 

the mid 1970’s had a high total of 

117 members. 4 Engine companies, 1 

ladder Co., a Rescue Co. (Rescue only 

as staffing permitted before 1998) and 

a tour commander are staffed, and 

the Dept. maintains several reserve & 

spare apparatus.

Friday July 1, 1988 was an unusually 

cool, cloudy summer day. People 

were readying themselves for a long 

holiday weekend, when at 301pm, a 

call was received at Fire Headquarters, 

reporting a fire at the Ford dealership 

located at 332 River St. 2 engines, 

a ladder co. and a Battalion chief 

responded.

On arrival units found light to 

moderate smoke showing from the 

roof area over the service bays of a 

225’x80’ 1-2 story auto dealership. 

the building was constructed in 

about 1940, was of ordinary, type 3 

construction, and had a concealed, 

heavy timber bowstring truss roof over 

the service area. The building did not 

contain sprinklers or an automatic fire 

detection system. There were no other 

exposures endangered.

Engine 4, the first due-engine, 

dropped a 3”feeder line from a 

hydrant, then stretched a 1-1/2” line 

up a stairway on the west side of the 

service leading to the truss/loft area. 

(common use of hose line sizes at the 

time). There was excessive storage in 

the center of the truss area, and heavy 

smoke/heat. This avenue of attack was 

not continued for unknown reasons.

An additional engine was requested, 

and a recall of off duty members 

was initiated. The ladder co., using 

a spare 100’ American LaFrance 

truck, laddered the roof and began 

ventilation. There was heavy smoke 

emitting from a ventilation-fan 

opening. They then proceeded to 

open the roof. 

The second-due and third engines 

worked together to operate another 

1-1/2” into a hatchway in the ceiling 

of the shop area, underneath the 

bowstring truss roof, via a portable 

(FD) ladder. All employees were 

accounted for, and were attempting

to remove parked vehicles around the 

building. The attack continued, along with 

the roof ventilation. There were 14 members 

operating on scene at this time. About 25 

minutes into the job, conditions started to 

deteriorate rapidly. the 4th due engine was 

requested to the scene, with orders to prepare 

to supply the ladder pipe of the ladder co. 

and the B/C ordered “all units to back out 

of the building and off the roof.” The Chief 

of Dept. was arriving on scene at this time. 

There were no acknowledgements of this 

order and units were slow to retreat. It is to 

be noted at the time of the fire, only officers 

had portable radios which operated only on 

the main dispatch channel. The main shop 

area remained virtually smoke-free, as heavy 

fire now vented from a portion of the roof. 

35 minutes into the incident one heavy truss 

violently collapsed with a thunderous roar. 

3 members were crushed and believed to 

be killed instantly. One member was able to 

escape the collapse, and 2 members retreated 

to a dead-end tool room with no windows on 

the east end of the building. 

An additional alarm was sounded, bringing 

reserve apparatus, off duty members and 

subsequently mutual aid co’s to the scene. 

The Department’s Mack Tower Ladder, at the 

city garage for repair work, was returned to 

service and brought to the scene and put into 

operation.

The two members became trapped in the 

tool room. One being a Lt., called for help 

numerous times over his portable radio 

numerous times. He was not acknowledged 

on every plea for help: “we’re running out of 

air.” Some transmissions were stepped on 

by Headquarters transmitting over the lone 

radio frequency.  Additional trusses began 

collapsing, and members on-scene attempted 

to advance/direct hose lines into that area.

There were no such thing as a FAST or 

RIT  or 2 in/2 out in the fire service in 1988. 

There was no formal rescue attempt made, 

although informal rescue attempts were 

made by several members on scene. Control 

of the incident was lost by the chief officers 

on scene.  Arriving recall members were 

not aware that members were trapped or 

unaccounted for. Communication was lacking. 

Several members, including an off duty FDNY 

firefighter, breached a wall on the east side of 

the building into the tool room, but it was too 

late. 



Eventually, more mutual aid companies arrived 

on scene and brought the fire under control. The 

fire destroyed the service area and spread into 

the office/showroom area of the building. When 

conditions permitted, Hackensack members went 

in to search for and recover the bodies. After the 

removal of the bodies, all Hackensack members 

were relieved from the scene and mutual aid 

companies finished overhauling and extinguishing 

hot spots and picked up all hose and equipment. 

Eerily, a giant rainbow appeared in the sky to the 

east after brief rain shower.

The fire claimed the lives of:

Capt. Richard Williams, a 24 year member

Lt. Richard Reinhagen a 23 year member

Firefighter William Krejsa a 24 year member

Firefighter Leonard Radumski a 14 year member

Firefighter Steve Ennis a 5 year member

There were numerous working fires in the city 

over the summer and during the remainder of 

the year, including a fire in a vacant house on July 

2nd, a general alarm fire in an electrical supply 

warehouse in August, a serious high rise fire in 

December and a daytime house fire a few days 

later in which several children were killed. 6 new 

firefighters were hired at the beginning of August.

Four investigations were conducted into the cause 

origin, tactics and inspection practices at the 

fire. These were conducted by the Bergen County 

Prosecutors office (cause and origin: believed 

to have started in the area of the large attic fan, 

but listed as undetermined), NFPA, NJ Division of 

Fire Safety and an independent consultant hired 

by the IAFF local 2081 Hackensack Firefighters 

association.

The factors contributing to the deaths of the five 

members were as follows:

-Heavy timber bowstring truss roof

-Failure to recognize the truss roof and collapse 

hazards of truss roofs

-substantial amount of combustible storage 

in truss space, adding to fire load and load on 

trusses and lack of building inspections.

-lack of fire detection in truss/attic space and a 

delayed alarm

-lack of available staffing to mount an effective 

rescue effort after collapse

-no effective command structure before and after 

the collapse

-only one available radio frequency for fire and 

dispatch operations

-PASS alarms were not issued



Weeks after the fire the firefighters union asked the city 

to increase the minimum staffing on each company from 

3 to 4. (This was never implemented to this day; however, 

companies are staffed with 4 members when manpower 

permits.)

The most immediate improvements were the issuing of 

more portable radios for members on duty concurring with 

the implementation of a fire ground channel in the fall of 

1988. Eventually in the early 90’s all on duty members were 

issued portable radios. The other improvement was the 

issuance of PASS alarms to all department members. These 

were donated by a local businessman. In the fall of 1988, all 

members received formal training in building construction.

Also in the fall of ’88, all companies surveyed every 

commercial building in the city to identify if the building 

had a truss roof of any type. This information was entered 

into an early generation computer data system available 

to dispatchers who could relay the information to the tour 

commanders. The city then passed an ordinance requiring 

a truss placard/emblem on any building with a truss roof 

other than a private dwelling. (This was later adopted by the 

state of NJ)

Other changes took place over the next several years albeit 

slowly at times.

SOP’s for all types of fires and responses were developed. 

The Dept. was one of the first in the state to receive training 

in and implement the Incident Command system. ( ICS 

Eventually became mandatory in NJ to be implemented at 

all fires.)

A Safety committee was formed and several members 

attended the NFA and received certification as safety 

officers. The city established on operations chief position 

in the Dept. to oversee day to day operations and assist at 

fire scenes. A formal accountability system was developed 

and implemented. An officer was assigned to the Rescue 

co., which at the time of the fire was only staffed when 

manpower was available and operated as second section of 

the Ladder Co. 

In 2013 the Hackensack Fire Department received an ISO 

class 1 rating, one of only 3 Departments in NJ at the time of 

this writing.

In 1988 the fire service seemed to be changing. Networking 

was becoming more common, through books, magazines 

and training seminars. The job seemed to be changing 

from experience based to training based. Similar tragedies 

occurred in 1967 in nearby Cliffside Park NJ where 5 

firemen were killed when a bowstring truss roof collapsed 

at a bowling alley fire pushing out a bearing wall, and the 

Waldbaums supermarket fire in Brooklyn in August 1978 

where 6 FDNY firefighter were killed when the truss roof 

collapsed. These tragedies did not receive the national 

attention that Hackensack did. It has been cited as one of 

the top 25 influential fires in American history. The video 

from the fire, available on Youtube, is still used to train 

firefighters about what can happen at a fire in a building 

with a truss roof.

Hopefully, the lessons learned from this fire prevented other 

firefighters from being killed or injured and will continue to 

carry on into the future.



HACKENSACK
LODD

Friday July 1, 1988
Hackensack Ford

NEVER FORGET

Capt. Richard Williams Lt. Richard Reinhagen 

FF Leonard Radumski FF William Krejsa FF Steve Ennis



The Weight 
of Failure IS 
Heavy - 
But The 
Weight of 
Cowardice is 
Unbearable.
            Zac Varela

I’m staring fifty years old right in the face. Fortunately, I’m twice the man I was 
when I was thirty. I’m bigger, faster and stronger than I was 10 years ago. But the 
truth is: I’m not. And it is eating away at my ego. Which is remarkable, as I have an 
ENORMOUS EGO.

I work with far more firefighters who are in their twenties and thirties rather than 
their forties. Actually, forty is starting to look young to me. The older I get, it seems 
to me the more I am “failing.” And the younger guys are KICKING MY ASS.

I’m writing this shortly after completing an intensely physical fire ground course 
(Combat Test, CPAT - whatever you want to call it - the name is not important). I 
finished the course. I finished it with a solid time. It was also done off-the-record. 
It was strictly for bragging rights. No brass was involved.

But, I did not meet the goals I had set for myself. FAIL. The guy I was competing 
with (yes, he was a younger man) destroyed me on the stop watch. FAIL. I did not 
win. FAIL. I am not the best. FAIL.

It all erodes the ego. It also triggers the following internal dialogue:

The weight of failure IS heavy. No doubt about it. But you’re not a slacked-jawed 
bitch. Learn from it. Fix it. Lift it. Run it. Condition it. Train it. Practice it. Move past 
it. It requires work, discipline and some personal accountability.

You’re still old, but you’re still working.

However, there is an easier alternative. Simply avoid the exercise. Explain to 
everyone how the practice has catastrophic shortcomings. Belittle anyone else 
who does the evolution. Call in sick on a shift that the training is scheduled. You’ll 
never have to expose your weakness to anyone ever again. No big deal.

But now you’re a COWARD. Go get yourself assigned to the slowest station in the 
city. Sit in the kitchen and bitch about everything that is wrong with your agency. 
Avoid any type of continuing education, training or practice. When you’re on scene, 
stand there with a hook in your hand (it’s the longest tool on the rig, and is really 
nice to lean on) and just fade off to the side. No one will care. Because you’re 
worthless. As a matter of fact: they prefer you standing off to the side - over there 
you won’t kill anyone. 

They don’t count on you at all, because YOU ARE A COWARD.

SHIT. How did you get here?

The weight of failure is heavy. It’s not fatal, and is overcome with the 
currency of our trade: work. The weight of cowardice? I don’t know how 
any firefighter can carry it.



“ I WISH MY 
HEAD COULD 
FORGET WHAT 
MY EYES HAVE 
SEEN” -Dave Parnell, Detroit Fire

PTSD In First Responders
James Geering

The Gods were not happy with me.  I had handed in my notice with 
my previous Fire Department after going through a nasty divorce and 
becoming a single father of my five year old son.  

The new department offered much better pay and the all important Kelly 
day needed to take care of my little man.  The day in question was my very 
last day with the County.  

I had just got to the station and had barely got my gear on the rig before the 
first call came in.  It was a cardiac arrest, a GI bleed, the messiest and most 
frustrating of medical emergencies. 
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T
he all-important airway is overcome by the 

stomach contents rendering intubation attempts 

impossible.  After twenty minutes of cardiac 

algorithms and futile attempts at ventilation, the 

termination of the code is met with the heart shattering 

wails of the patient’s wife.

That was victim number one of that scorching August 

day.  Mid-afternoon, a call came in for a missing homeless 

lady, who lived in the woods.  Each step towards her 

urban camping spot brought greater confirmation that 

she was deceased.  The smell of rotting human flesh was 

confirmed by the gruesome scene in her makeshift home.  

Later that same afternoon, a car had swerved off the road 

and into a bus stop, where a woman was waiting to go 

to work.  The lady’s body was no match for the hurtling 

mass of steel when it finally came to rest over her body.  

She was still fighting for her life when my neighboring 

crew got to the trauma center.

The last call of the shift was at 3am.  A man had run 

out of a burning house, still on fire himself.  When we 

got on scene, the only part of his body not horrifically 

burned were the soles of his feet.  After climbing a 

fence and muscling him back over, he was rushed to the 

local trauma center where he fought for an hour before 

succumbing to his injuries.  In just 24 hours, three people 

had died and one more was fighting for her life.  This was 

just one day in a career that usually lasts 25 to 30 years.

The point of this macabre anecdote is that First 

Responders see trauma that can never be forgotten.  

These events can be in two forms.  The catastrophic 

event, like 9/11 or the Pulse shooting here in Orlando can 

create massive trauma.  The lesser known and accepted 

version is the cumulative form.  These smaller yet equally 

tragic events chip at the person incrementally.  As time 

goes on, the weight of these events start to pile up.  What 

once may not have bothered someone may now start to 

cut a little deeper.  As you advance into your career, you 

realize that the Hollywood code saves rarely occur in the 

real world.  The sense of helplessness watching a person 

die in front of your eyes magnifies with each event.

The military has done a good job of recognizing the 

effects of this trauma.  Sadly, the Fire Service, EMS and 

Law Enforcement are lagging behind, with acceptance of 

this being held as a sign of weakness.  The reality is that 

there are many First Responders who will witness much 

more trauma in their career than many soldiers.  This 

needs to be acknowledged in our profession.  Pretending 

that this trauma and tragedy doesn’t have an effect on 

the men and women that serve their communities is 

unacceptable.  This old school mentality is leading to 

huge amounts of depression, alcohol and drug abuse 

and even suicide.  It is time that PTSD and the associated 

mental health issues are brought to the forefront.

In his book, Tribe, Sebastian Junger talks about how a 

group offers strength and support.  This is particularly 

true in the Fire Service and Military.  These men and 

women spend a large percentage of their life with the 

same group.  The laugh together, cry together and see 

the same horrific scenes together.  When a person leaves 

the tribe, that support structure is lost and that’s when 

symptoms can manifest out of nowhere.  This could be 

leaving the military, retiring from the Fire Service or even 

injury.  Finding a tribe both at work and outside of work 

is imperative in dealing with the demons that haunt you.  

Humans are innately tribal and find solace in groups of 

their peers.

One of the worst philosophies toward treating this 

affliction is by using medication.  As with many chronic 

diseases, this just serves to mask the symptoms instead 

of treating the cause.  The only tried and tested 

treatment that has proven to be successful is exercise.  

This may be in the form of sport or fitness training.  

People who immerse themselves in taking care of their 

bodies have been shown to deal with PTSD much better 

than any other treatment modality.  Green Beret and UFC 

fighter Tim Kennedy attributes his investment in his body 

as the reason he can deal with the horrors he has seen in 

combat.  I myself can testify to this.  After 12 years seeing 

the results of horrific accidents and human cruelty, 

martial arts, strength training and recreational sport have 

helped keep me balanced.

These images will never go away.  Detroit FD Engineer 

Dave Parnell’s quote “ I wish my head could forget what 

my eyes have seen” sums it up perfectly.  They are burned 

into our memories to carry to the grave.  A drive around 

the streets we serve is a constant reminder of the tragedy 

we have seen.  That being said, there is hope.  The human 

body and mind a resilient when nurtured.  Finding your 

tribe, that group of people you love to be around, is the 

first step toward finding balance again.  Giving your life 

purpose is the second.  Having a reason to get up in the 

morning, making a vow to eat clean food and exercise 

will prime the body and help flush out the hormones 

contributing to depression.

We must look out for our brothers and sisters that may 

be hurting and make this issue as acceptable as it is in 

the Military.  You took an oath to carry the burden of your 

service but no one said you had to do it alone.  It is time 

that this mental trauma was highlighted among First 

Responders and that treatment and support become 

readily available.  It is unacceptable to hear of our 

brothers and sisters taking their own lives or succumbing 

to addiction.  We are a tribe and its time to start taking 

care of our own.
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CANCONFIDENCE
Eric Wheaton

The 2 1/2 gallon water extinguisher, 
the can, is arguably the most 
underutilized tool in the fire 
service outside the big urban 
inner-city fire departments.

Ibelieve this to be true because of one 
thing, lack of confidence in the can. 
Many throw excuses around on why they 
can’t carry it during a search and trust 

me, I have heard a lot of them. Excuses 
like, it weighs too much, we don’t have 
the staffing, it cannot put out fires and 
my personal favorite, “That’s only an FDNY 
thing”. Unfortunately, these people may 
be missing out on the chance to put quick 
water between their victims and fire.

How and where is the can stored on your 
rig? Is it shoved in a compartment, buried 
behind cones, brooms and shovels, on 
the opposite side of the rig to where the 
firefighter sits? Before we get the can inside 
of a fire building for a search, we must set 
it up for success. The can is a lifesaving tool 
and we must treat as such. This means, we 
need to put it in a compartment nearest the 
firefighter that will be using it and making 
sure it is clear for deployment. Ideally, no 
more than a two-step process for getting it 
out and in the user’s hand. Example, open 
compartment door and undo a strap that 
secures it place. (See Photo 1)

Now that our can is stored in a manner 
that makes sense, we need to make a few 
modifications to enhance it. One of the 
cheapest, yet effective, modifications we can 
make is replacing the stock pin with a 2 ½ 
hitch pin. (See Photo 2) 

The hitch pin locks in the trigger assembly, 
allowing for an aggressive search with the can 
with no worries of an accidental discharge. 
Tying a length of para-cord to the pin and 
trigger assembly makes it easy to find the pin 
with a gloved hand. 

Another suggested modification we can make 
is adding a wooden wedge to the can. Often 
times the search team is the forcible entry 
team, a wedge is a very convenient forcible 
entry tool, used to create gap or capture 
progress. 

However, the most effective modification we 
can make to the can is a carrying strap or as 
some manufactures call it, a can harness.



These harnesses allow for multiple ways to 
carry the can during an interior search. The 
can’s weight can be intimidating to some, 
however a harness allows you to modify how 
you drag it, in some ways making the can feel 
lighter. (See Photo 3)

Now that we have a can modified and stored 
on the rig in a way that makes practical 
sense, we need to learn its capabilities 
and limitations. There are four important 
specifications to remember when it comes to 
the can. Weight, stream reach, discharge time 
and operating pressure. 

Except operation pressure, these 
specifications do vary depending on 
manufacture. (The following numbers are 
based off of my own studies and manufacture 
averages). When properly filled, a can weights 
29lbs, has an operating pressure of 100psi, 
has a discharge time of 50 seconds, and has a 
stream reach of 50 feet. However, the weight 

is the only way to confirm that it is properly 
filled. 

Here’s a scenario, you relieve the off going 
shift and they say “We used the can last night 
on a rubbish fire, we topped it off and it is all 
good.” 

You go about your daily rig check and get 
to the compartment that has the can in it. 
You notice the gauge is in the “green”, so 
you assume it’s topped off ready to go. The 
problem with this equipment check is that 
the gauge only tells you one thing, how 
much air is in the can. In reality it could be 
completely empty of water and have 100psi of 
air in it, a real problem at the fire room door! 

We must no longer just open a compartment, 
check that the can’s gauge is in the “green” 
and move on. We should be getting it out of 
the compartment during daily checks and 
feeling the weight. This way we are sure is has 
the proper amount of water.

Now that our can is fairly squared away 
we need to know when to come off the rig 
with it. The answer is pretty easy, every run 
that has fire or smoke in the call type, from 
working fires to automatic fire alarms. (See 
Photo 4) For fire alarms, although often false 
alarms, we did get called for a fire. 

On the flip side, the can is a valuable tool 
when it comes to a working fire. It allows the 
search team to quickly place water between 
the potential victims and fire. The interior 
search team often finds the fire before the 
attack team, who is stretching hose lines 
and advancing in. 

During a working fire, if it’s extending and 
present in the hallway, the can-man should 
use the reach of the stream to knock back 
the fire into a room. 

This attack will “clean up” the hallway which 
is a major path of egress for any victims. 

Once at the fire room, the interior search 
team can further knock back the fire. This 
may allow a member to do a quick sweep or 
scan of the fire room. (See Photo 5)  

If possible, close the fire room door prior to 
moving beyond it. At this time the Officer on 
the interior search team should radio to the 
Engine Company, notifying them of the fire’s 
location. 

The can-man should remain at the fire room 
door, protecting the hallway by cooling 
the door, while the other member(s) of the 
interior search team searches the immediate 
area. This is a great use of manpower. (See 
Photo 6/7)   

Once the Engine Company arrives, the 
search should continue if the primary has 
not been completed.



The goal is basic, locate, confined and 
extinguish. After locating the fire, we want 
to confine it. There are two ways the interior 
search team can confine fire. One, apply 
water from the can and two, close the fire 
room door. (See Photo 8) 

Extinguishment using the can could 
certainly be accomplished with small 
incipient fires. Don’t become the “moth to 
a candle flame” though, and forget you are 
in there for a primary search and not fire 
attack. 

I like to say we start the extinguishment 
process by applying, what could be, the fire’s 
first interaction with water. 

Those methods, combined together, could 

greatly increase the chances of survival for 
any victims inside. 

Now, I am not suggesting we replace hose 
lines on fires. I believe every run with fire 
and smoke in the call type, there should be 
hose on the ground, period! 

The can, however, is a tool for the interior 
search team who often finds the fire first. 
It is important to remember that fires are 
dynamic and our tactical plans for using the 
2 ½ gallon water extinguisher should be too. 

Searching with the can, just like everything 
else, needs to be trained on. Training 
multiple ways to carry it during a search will 
determine what works and will give you can 
confidence!  



The Toll    Gary Lane



TROPHY

FIREFIGHTERS
                            

         Tom Johnson

In our quest for fairness in the workplace, 
let alone life, we have begun to forget what 
equality really means. But first, let’s discuss 
fairness. I used to hear from my kids that “life 
wasn’t fair” when one or both of them did not 
get what they wanted. Key words: used to. I 
squashed that early on by establishing the fact 
that life is not fair and not everyone is afforded 
the same level or amount of opportunities due 
to circumstances or abilities. But in the end, 
hard work always works, and these discussions 
no longer come up in my household.

Equality is defined as the state of being equal 
in quantity, degree, value, rank, or ability. Rank 
and ability play major roles in the firefighting 
profession, so this generic dictionary definition 
fits quite well. 

Promoting equality does not imply that 
whoever shows up for a job interview gets to be 
a firefighter, just because they want to. It means 
that they will be given the same and equal 
opportunity to prove that they can hold the 
same and equal standard as all those that have 
come before them. If they can’t, then both sides 
must part ways. Sadly, we have twisted this 
definition of equality in recent years to think 
that it means “everyone gets the job.”

This “everyone gets the job” mentality mirrors 
society’s “everyone gets a trophy.” In either case, 
nothing is earned, those that got the job or 
the trophy never really accomplished anything, 
and those that truly earned the job or trophy 
now have become disenfranchised with it 
altogether and feel their accomplishment has 
been completely diluted. So where is morale 
these days? In the tanks, you say? I can’t seem to 
figure out why.

No longer is firefighting the profession for the 
few individuals that are willing to sacrifice; it’s 
now for everyone that simply wants it – no work 
needed. Apparently that’s equality…or at least 
how some view it.

Let’s examine this a little further, for the trophy 
firefighter that didn’t actually earn it. What 
are we setting him/her up for by bending the 
rules – the same equal rules everyone else had, 
and placing them in a situation where they 
are inaccurately labeled equal? Underneath it 
all, everyone is aware that the same standards 
weren’t met. Do we blame the individual who 
received the trophy or the organization that 

awarded the meritless trophy? The answer is 
both. We hold both sides accountable.

Here’s the truth. You may want this job as a 
firefighter, but it might not be for you. I wanted 
to be a professional baseball player, but when I 
was told I wasn’t good enough, I did not cry foul 
and state that it wasn’t fair. Imagine if I sued 
that baseball team to get a roster spot, won in 
court, and then I’m out there playing games 
with the team, but I’m only there because a 
lawyer says the team must allow it. What would 
my teammates think? We all know what they 
are thinking, so how can we keep showing up 
day after day knowing that we did not earn our 
spot?

That’s where accountability of the wannabe 
firefighter comes into play, just as my 
accountability as an aspiring professional 
baseball player came into play years ago. One 
door closed for me, so I opened another one. 
Life was indeed fair to me, I did get my shot, but 
I couldn’t meet that standard that everyone else 
had met.

This ME mentality has seeped into fire culture. 
The collective performance of the team isn’t 
valued over the individual when recruits 
continue to believe they are owed something 
prior to earning it. I am calling out the ME 
firefighters who are unable or unwilling to do 
this job. 

Your acceptance of this job without earning 
it is selfish and says to all others that you 
value yourself over the team. It comes down 
to looking in the mirror and taking ownership 
for the situation. Sitting in a seat you have not 
dutifully earned is not fair. And indeed, this 
is where life is actually not fair – not fair for 
everyone else.

As an organization, if we are more worried 
about checking boxes in the political arena than 
putting the best candidate in the seat, we have 
lost our way. At the same time, we are paving 
the way for these “trophy firefighters” to divide 
the team, not diversify it. Firefighters really 
don’t care who sits next to them in regards to 
race, gender, religion, etc. – only that they have 
achieved the same standard as everyone else. 

And that right there, is the true definition of 
equality.



Steak.
Oh and a side of grilled veggies.

What You Need: 
Steak, cut of your choosing. Zucchini, Summer squash and bell peppers or your favorite peppers, 

black pepper, avocado oil and ‘Deep Pit Seasoning’ from Bounty Foods in Kalispell, MT. Trust 

me you’ll love this seasoning, we put it on everything from eggs and potatoes to steaks and 

anything else that can be seasoned. 

What to Do:

- Wash all your veggies

- thinly slice zucchini and 

summer squash

- remove core and seeds from 

bell peppers. thinly slice in 

strips.

-toss all veggies in a large 

bowl with a drizzle of avocado 

oil (or olive oil) and a 

generous sprinkle of Deep Pit 

Seasoning.

- season steaks with deep pit 

seasoning and black pepper

- let steaks set for a while 

with seasoning. 

- heat up the grill, if your at 

a firehouse, you’ll probably 

have to clean it first.

-place veggies in a grilling 

pan and put on the grill over 

medium high heat.

-place steaks on the grill over 

med high heat. cook to desired 

doneness.  We like ours medium 

rare. mmmm.....

-add additional seasoning if you 

like. (you’ll like...)

-once ready, serve and EAT IT!

- Enjoy good friends and 

conversation over dinner!



c ontr i butor s

Brian Bastinelli has been involved in emergency services for the last 28 years and 

has experience as both a volunteer and a career firefighter and fire officer. He’s been 

with the Harrisburg Bureau of Fire for 21 years. Currently Brian is a Captain at Ladder 2 

in the Uptown district of the city on the A Battalion. He is the publisher of Firemanship 

- A Journal For Firemen and is a principle planner for the Art Of Firemanship Days 

conference in Harrisburg, PA.

Steve Kalman is a 30 year member of the Hackensack NJ FD and has served as a 

Deputy Chief for the last 10 Yrs. and an officer since 1995. He’s a Level 2 NJ fire instructor 

with the Bergen County Law & Public Safety Institute for over 15 yrs and has lectured at 

FDIC and Firehouse Expos. Steve is a former volunteer Firefighter having served for 22 

years. He is married with 3 sons, the oldest a Firefighter in Harrisburg, PA.

Dena Ali  is a captain with the Raleigh (NC) Fire Department and intermediate with 

Wake County EMS. Prior to becoming a firefighter, she served five years as a police 

officer in North Carolina. Ali has a degree from North Carolina State University. She 

is a graduate student at UNCP, and her research focuses on firefighter suicide. Ali 

taught her class on suicide prevention at FDIC International 2017. She is an avid cyclist 

and founding member of the Carolina Brotherhood. Ali also serves as an advocate for 

555fitness.

We would like to once again take the opportunity to thank those who stepped up and took a chance with us on 

a simple idea to put together a journal for firemen, by firemen.  Take a few moments to check these guys out and 

follow their work.  They are just a small example of a movement within the fire service to be the best they possibly 

can at what they do.  We know that shouldn’t be a movement; it should just be the way it is.  One at a time, though, 

we’ll take back our craft from the complacent, the tired, and the nervous. We will work to support anyone who 

wants to build up our profession. If that’s you, then join us and do your part to make a difference.

Marc Aloan is a Lieutenant with Columbia County Fire Rescue (GA) and creator 

of The Fire Inside. He holds a B.S. in Fire Protection Administration from Eastern 

Kentucky University. He has 13 years in the fire service and is a veteran of the U.S. Air 

Force.

Gary Lane Is a firefighter for the City of Kent Fire Department (Ohio) and has been 
a fireman since 1997.

Kiel Samsing  is a Lieutenant with the Newport News Fire Department and the 

training coordinator for the West Point Volunteer Fire Department. He is a State of 

Virginia Instructor 2 and instructor for the Tidewater Regional Fire Academy. Kiel 

has been an instructor at Andy Fredericks Training Days, as well as FDIC 2017 and 

lead HOT Instructor at FDIC 2018. Kiel teaches nationally with the training group 

Firefighter Basics and is managing editor of FirefighterBasics.com 

James Geering was born in Bath, England and moved to the U.S in 2002.  He has 

been a career firefighter for fifteen years working for departments in both Florida 

and California.  He is a Paramedic and has worked on Truck, Engine and Rescue 

companies. James also graduated from the University of Florida with a Bachelor’s in 

Exercise Physiology.  He started the Behind the Shield Podcast almost two years ago 

after seeing the misinformation in the wellness field. After numerous of his fellow first 

responders died from a spectrum of reasons, he wanted to be part of the solution.

Brian Yonkin  is a third generation fireman since 2009. Paramedic since 

2011. Currently assigned as the Chauffeur of Ladder 2 in the Uptown district of 

Harrisburg,PA. Former kitchen manager at an Italian restaurant in Scottsdale, AZ. and 

sauté cook for the oldest restaurant in PA. When not annoying the senior men with 

questions of the finer details of the fire service, he enjoys spending time with his wife, 

playing with his dogs and watching his children grow into incredible human beings. 

Brian is the associate editor of Firemanship A Journal For Firemen and a principle 

planner for the Art Of Firemanship Days conference in Harrisburg, PA.

Dan Hunt is a second generation firefighter, with over 25 years of experience in both 

volunteer and career departments.  He has been with the City of Bridgeport, CT Fire 

Department since 1999, and is a Captain, currently assigned to the Training Division.  

Zac Varela  is an engineer with one of the busiest engine companies in the Denver 

metro area. He has been married to the same woman for 22 years. They are the 

moderately proud parents of three daughters.

Eric Wheaton is the Owner and Editor of VentEnterSearch.com and the lead 

instructor for VentEnterSearch, LLC. He is a second generation fireman for Winter Park 

(FL) Fire Department and is currently assigned as an Engineer/Tillerman on Truck 61. 

Eric has spent a majority of his career on the Truck Company. He is an instructor for 

the Truck Company Operations, Special Operations and Engine Company Operations 

programs at Valencia College’s Central Florida Fire Institute. Eric also serves on Winter 

Park Fire Department Technical Rescue Team and is member of the Florida Task Force 

Four Urban Search and Rescue Team (FL-TF-4). Eric has taught at many fire conferences 

across the country, including FDIC, Portland Firemanship Conference, Orlando Fire 

Conference, Fort Lauderdale Fire Expo and Metro Atlanta Firefighter Conference.

Tom Johnson  is an Engine Company Captain in the Denver Metro Area, and has 

been a career firefighter for 10 years. He spent two and a half years as an instructor at 

the Training Academy, and is the co-founder of Fit To Fight Fire.

Back Cover: Firemen from Harrisburg, PA are driven out of a second floor 
bedroom by advancing fire conditions while conducting a VES for a three     
year old girl who died in the fire. She was later located in that room. 




